This is the south end upstream part of the channel improvements by Golden High School. There is more space here for widening the channel and there will be fewer boulder walls than the channel north of here. Widening the channel and the new 10 ft drop structure construction will require removal of most larger trees particularly near 24th Street. The new channel bottom will be natural landscape like riparian corridor with some new trees mostly on the area above the walls.
The new channel improvements will require removal of most of the existing larger trees. New boulder channel walls will be added on both sides with curvilinear low flow channel. New tree and shrub planting will be included where space allows and where they don’t impede storm water flows.
This is the north end of the channel improvements. Widening the channel will require removal of some larger trees. A new boulder wall will be added on the southwest side. The new channel bottom will be natural landscape like riparian corridor but with fewer large trees.